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FOREWORD

Maximizing career opportunities and job satisfaction of handicapped persons involves

a careful linkage of career preparation, counseling, and job placement. Although research

and development efforts have made strides toward identifying, describing, and assessing

individual handicaps and capabilities, there has been a research void in the development

of ways to identify and describe relevant behavioral requirements of jobs for the handi-

capped and to relate their requirements to the capabilities,
preparation, and employment

of handicapped persons.

One effort undertaken to alleviate the discrepancy between the lack of knowledge on

the part of educational personnel and employers about human characteristics or attributes

required for performance on specific jobs and the capabilities of the handicapped person

is this User's Guide. Its intent is to identify, describe, and illustrate the capabilities

of the handicapped to demonstrate the human attribute requirements of jobs. The guide

includes sample ilistruntation, illustrations and examples from three diviirse occupations,

and guidelines for (1) generating task lists for jobs, (2) selecting work relevant attri-

butes, (3) identifying appropriate survey respondents, (4) designing surveys, (5) analyzing

and interpreting job information, and (6) constructing
attribute requirements for jobs

and attribute development profiles for handicapped persons.
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PREFACE

This is a User Guide designed for use by guidance and counseling personnel employers

and personnel directors, as well as curriculum and instructional personnel working with the

handicapped. Its objectives are to provide educational personnel and potential employers

serving the handicapped with the skills and a knowledge base for providing career preparation

information and extending opportunities information to handicapped persons.

This guide was developed by the National Center for Research in Vocational Education,

Special Projects Division, pursuant to a grant from the U. S Office of Education, Bureau

of Education for the Handicapped to illustrate procedures to be used when relating the

capabilities of the handicapped to the human attribute requirements of jobs. For purposes

of illustration, only three occupations were used. Their selection was predicated op the

availability of ta inventories developed previously at the National Center for Research

in Vocational Education. The three occupations used represented three diverse fields and

included survey respondents from three occupations - general secretary, automotive mechanic,

and business data programmer.

A number of organizations have contributed to the field testing of data contained in

this guide r lative to the occupations surveyed. Special appreciation is extended to those
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Purpose and Design of the Guide

INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of this guide is to serve as a resource to persons concerned with

identifying, describing, and assessing the individual capabilities of handicapped persons

and relating these capabilities to actual job requirements. This guide has been designed

for self-instructional use. It enables the user to better understand the process of devel-

oping work relevant human attributes required for job performance, and relating these require-

lents to the capabilities of handicapped persons.

The content and format of the guide have been designed toiccommodate many different

levels of understanding and informational needs on the part of curriculum developers for the

handicapped vocational and special education instructors, counselors, and employers concerning

hmman characteristics or attributes required for acceptable performance of specific jobs and

the capabilities o handicapped persons to develop the capacity to parform various jobs.

Profiles of the human attribute requirements of the major tasks actually performed on a job,

together with desctiptions of the present capabilities of handicapped individuals and those

capabilities which could be acquired or developed over time can be used to help direct atten-

tions to potential job options that may be pursued realistically and illustrate work opportun-

ities for which they are qualified. In order to illustrate the aforementioned, the guide in-

,saMple:instrumentitiohrilluStrations examples, analYsisImthreediVerse-ccOupatiOns4

and guidelines for (1) generating task lists (2) selecting work relevant attributes; (3) iden-



tifying appropriate survey respondents; (4) designing surveys; (5) analyzing and interpreting

job information; (6) constructing attribute requirement profiles for jobs, and (7) constructing

attribute development profiles for handicapped persons, The design of the guide has been de-

veloped to include all procedures necessary to replicate this study and all procedures neces-

sary to further develop task inventories and prciles for occupations and tasks within the

occupations for handicapped individuals in systematic and simplistic form.

Audience and Development of the Guide

This guide isdireCted at several .primarY audiences and includet but is..not -limited to:.

guidance and counseling personnel

curriculum planners and developers

vocational educators

vocational educators

Mp14ersandlersonnel director
special educators..

rehabilitationcounsetorS

rehabilitation- speoialiats

This guide should help promote interaction and communication among curriculum developers,

guidance and counseling personnel, vocational educators, special educators, rehabilitation

personnel, and personnel directors and employers in improved long range articulation of pre-

employment training, work-study programs, and on-the-job training for handicapped individuals.

Research and development procedures utilized in this stub evolved from consideration of

three major objectives. They are as follows:

(a) Eevelopment of procedures to identify and

attributes required for job performance

or-tray the patterns human



(b) Identification of the potential development of work relevant human attributes

for handicapped persons

(c) Appiication of the procedures in three diverse occupations to assess the use

and relative merit of this type of procedure for the handicapped

The first objective, development of procedures far identification of the human attributes

required for job performance by workers, resulted in a set of procedures for use by agencies

and personnel serving the need for guidance, placement, and instruction of the handicapped.

Human attribute profiles for each of the key job activities of the occupations selected for

study were produced through application of the procedures.

The second objective, identification of the potential development of work-relevant human

attributes for handicapped persons, was intended to yield estimates of the potential level of

development of the handicapped which might provide benchmark information useful in individual

counseling for career preparation and potential employment of the handicapped.

The third objecave, application and assessment of the procedures, provided initial esti-

mates of the relative merits and usefulness of the work attribute information for educational

and employment decision making through use of simulation techniques and activities.

3



Topics Covered

The overall purpose of this Nide is to serve as a resource reference to persons con-

cerned with researching the guidance and placement needs of the handicapped. The guide

covers the following topics:

Guidelines for identifying key job activitteS

Guidelines for identifying key attributes

Sample instrumentation

Illustration and prJfiles of three diverse

occupations (Automotive Mechanic, General

Secretary and Business Data Programmer)

Profiles of key task by key attributes

across the three occupations

0 Profiles of the attributes of the handicapped

person used in the procedures

Sources of information useful in developing

attribute profiles for use by personnel

working Vth the handicapped

The guide includes sections covering these topics in addition to the introductory material.

Each section is self-contained, which allows for concentration on the particular section most

relevant to the user's needs, Section I, Preparing occupational Statements) is intended to

provide a comprehensive approach to developing and writing occupational task statements. Sec-

tion II, Identifying Attribute Requirements, identifies the method used in determining human

attribute requirements of jobs and a sample of the questionnaire used in the methodology.



Section III, Selecting Survey Instruments Respondents, suggests approaches for identifying

sample populations for completing Occupation-by-Attribute, Job Activity-by-Attribute, and

Survey Instruments. Section IV, Developing Occupation -by =Attribute and Job Activity-by.

Attribute Survey Instruments presents information concerning construction of these two in-

struments and provides an illustration of both instruments. Section V, Developing Attri-

bute-by-Exc4tionality Survey Instruments, illustrates the two approaches for obtaining

information, from handicapped individuals and those who work with the handicapped, on the

capabilities of exceptional individuals to demonstrate the thirty-eight attribute require-

ments. Section VI, Data Analysis and Developing Profiles, suggests appropriate methods for

analyzing the survey instruments and developing profiles from these data. This section also

provides an illustration of the three profiles for the Jab Activity -by-Att bute, Occupation.

by-Attribute, and Attribute-by-Excptionality
Survey Instruments using transparencies. Section

VII, Summary and Conclusion, provides further information for identified target audiences

including guidance and counseling, employer and personnel directors, and curriculum and in-

structional personnel for using the data collected in the profiling section. Section VIII,

Recommendations for Profiling Handicapped Individuals, provides information concerning the

use and selection of appropriate survey assessment 'instruments for handicapped populations.



Limitations of the Guide

This guide contains only one approach to relating the capabilities of the handicapped

to the human attribute requirements of jobs and provides profile analysis for only three

occupations. The identification of key attributes may not be acceptable to all guide users,

but these attributes have been subjected to empirical assessment and have been found to be

the "most acceptable".

The User's Guide cannot be viewed as a panacea for the myriad of problems faced by the

handicapped and personnel working with the handicapped toward job procurement. Rather it

provides a method for expediting this process.

Finally, the analysis of the profiles for the handicapped population is limited by the

extremely small sample size. However, the purpose of the profiling procedure was to describe

a procedure, not to define limits of the handicapped individual. Therefore, a small sample

size in this context is acceptable.

The procedures at this stage cannot be considered final. Efforts will be exerted to

include other methodologies and profiling techniques that could be considered applicable

for the handicapped.

33
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PREPARING OCCUPATIONAL STATEMENTS

The first procedure used to relate the capabilities of the handicapped to the human

attribute requirements of jobs was to develop occupational statements. The Liaigniu;_at

licalpathauulties.UM, published by the Department of Labor, revised edition, 1978 is

the most comprehensive and accessible source providing job descriptions and lists of major

tasks (job activities) The 9.- contains a complete and corn-

prehensive description of well over 25,000 separate occupational titles with as many as

1,000 cross reference titles. For example, just considering the occupation of automotive

mechanic (auto. serv.) 620.281, five different entries are noted, including: automobile re-

pair person, automobilE-service mechanic., garage person, gara(7 mechanic, and garage repair

person. All of these listings would be found under the title of 'automotive mechanic" but

as defined by the Dictiortry_of=gationaLTitau, all relate to the same function. Fr7

additional cross references to this occupation, the reader is referred to Volume. II of the

licfLIcanizaLcirapitimaLtilla.

Once the occupation has been identifir2d and selected from the aztriouLasmatuag

:i1111 it is then necessary to transform the narrative concerning che occupation, which is

written in paragraphic form, to conform to standard task_inventory_structure, An illustration_

of this procedure is provided in Figure 1 for the occupation of automotive mechanic.



Figure 1

DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES -

PARAGRAPHIC FORM FOR THE OCCUPATION OF AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC

37

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC (auto. serv.) 620.281, automobile repair-

man; automobile-service mechanic; garage man; garage mechanic;

garage repairman. Repairs and overhauls automobiles; buses,

trucks, and other autoLotive vehicles; examines vehicle and

discuses with customer or AUTOMOBILE-REPAIR-SERVICE SALES-

MAN; AUTOMOBILE TESTER: )r BUS INSPECTOR nature and extent

of damage or malfunction. Plans work procedure, using chart

technical manuals, and experience. Raises vehicle, using hy-

draulic jack or hoist, to gain access to mechanical units

bolted to underside of vehicle. Removes unit, such as engine,

transmission, or differential, using wrenches and hoist. Dis-

assembles unit and inspects parts for wear, using micrometers,

calipers, and thickness gauges. Repairs or replaces parts such

as pistons, rods, gears, valves, and bearings, using mechanic's

handtools. Overhauls or replaces carburetor, blowers, genera-

tors, distributors, starters, and pumps. Rebuilds parts, such

as crankshafts and cylinde,' blocks, using lathes, shapers,

drill presses, and welding equipment. Rewires ignition system,

lights, and instrument panel. Relines and adjusts brakes,

aligns front end, repairs or replaces shock absorbers, and

solders leaks in radiator. Mends damaged body and fenders by

hammering out or filling in dents and welding broken parts.

Replaces and adjusts headlights, and installs and repaits

accessories, such as radios, heaters, mirrors, and windshield

wipers. May be designated according to specialty as AUTO-

MOBILE MECHANIC, MOTOR: BUS MECHANIC, DIFFERENTIAL REPAIR-

MAN: ENGINE-REPAIR MECHANIC, BUS; FOREIGN-CAR MECHANIC.

TRUCK MECHANIC. See volume II for additicnal titles.



As illustrated, the occupation of automotive mechanic was extracted exactly as written

from the aiatjanaituLaceggializzlailigi. In order to conform to standard task inventory

format to develop questionnaires, job activity statements must be rewritten in present tense,

third person. All sentences containing negative verbs must be rewritten to conform to pre-

sent tense eliminating the negative. For example, suppose one of the job activities under

the automotive mechanic read:

May or may not remove unit, such as engine,

transmission, or differential, using wrenches

and hoist.

This statement would, be rewritten to read,

Remove unit, such as engine, transmission,

or differential, using wrenches and hoist.

Basically, seventeen job activities can be developed from the occupation of automotive mechanic

as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2

JOB ACTIVITY STATEMENTS IN STANDARD TASK INVENTORY SENTENCE

STRUCTURE FOR THE OCCUPATION OF AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC

Examine vehicle and discuss with customer or automobile-repair-service salesman, automobile

tester, etc., nature and extent of damage or malfunction.

e Plan work procedure, using charts, technical manuals, and experience.

Raise vehicle, using hydraulic jack or hoist, to gain access to mechanical units bolted

to underside of vehicle.



Figure 2 (Cont'd)

Remove unit, such as engine, transmission, or differential, using wrenches and hoist.

1i-siSSOb.le. unit, and inspect parts for wear using micrometers,
gauges.

41,4114 parts:: such as istons
. rods

Htools

-aliper- and thickness

ears, valves: and bearings .using mecha4cs hand-

overhata.,OarboOtora-blowers generators, 'distributors- ...starters, and pumps.

cleplacecaO1;retors blowers., geneOtors- distributors, starters and pumps.

IebUild;Orts,...sUchi:as..crankshft and clinders..bloOkSvuSing lathes, shapers, drill.... i . ,

presaes 1. and 'welding, equipment,;

,ReWite ignition.system,-lights_ and instrUment patelo.

Relin and adjuStbrakes.

# ..A140 ..front :ends

0 Repair or repliCe shock absorbers.

s Solder. leakiin radiator.

e Mend damaged. body and fenders by hamtering out or filling indents and welding broken, parts.

Replace and adjustheadlights.

4 inatall accessories, such as radios, heaters, mirrors, and Windshield wipers.

As seen in Figure 2, all of the specific activities listed within the occupation of auto-

motive mechanic, Figurel, were rewritten to form one simple task statement. In other words,

it may be necessary to make one complete task statement from complex or compound sentences



a Dictionary of Occupational..Titles listing. Basically, the same procedure can

belollowed for any occupation listed in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. Task or activ-

ity statements written in an inventory format becomes the basis for developing the field test

instrument.



IDEITIFYING ATTRIBUTE RE UIREMENTS

An attribute, within this methodology, has been defined as any quality or characteristic

that can be ascribed to a person. It was within this context that attribute statements were

selected and organized into three categorical areas: Cognitive Abilities Psychomotor Abil-

ities and Sensory Capacitie8.1 Each broad categorical heaEng has been, defined as follows.

A, COGNITIVE ATTRIBUTES

The qualities of knowing; including' both awareness and

judgment involving perceiving, recognizing, remembering,

conceiving, reasoning, thinking creatively, etc, A general

characteristic of cognitive attributes is a relatively high

state of consciousness or awareness of one's behavior,
_

Twenty attributes were developed under this category which demonstrated a

relationship to the cognitive processes.

11'17.71Mrt.°11°."14M1...i.
B PSYCHOMOTOR ATTRIBUTES

CharacieriiticslnvolvinOodilyr muscular movements.

usually in CoOrdination,With thesensory. processes,.

1Six categories appeared in the original Attribientiventor

developed by Neeb, Cunningham/ and Tuttle/ Center for Occupational Education,

North Carolina State University. However, three categories, general Vocational

Cdpabilitiei, Interests, and'Needs were deleted since these categories could

be'considered somethin4 other.than human characteristics.



Twelve attributes were developed under this category which showed a relationship to the

psychomotor processe .

SENSORY CAPACITY ATTRIBUTES

..,Characteistics involving. the use of sense organs,

Six attrib4wwere developed under this category which showed a relation-

shiptb'*sensory capacities.

For purposes of.thismethodopgy, each of the thirty-eight attributo were

...operationaliZed within the following definitions indicated'in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3

ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES

Attribute

Closure

COGNITIVE ATTRIBUTES

Attribute Definition

organize a disorganized or an ob-

scure visual field into a single im-

pression/ with or without knowledge

of any of the specificlorms con-

tained in the field.

s of Attribute Activities

example structure /patterns using

an instruient inspect or investi-,.

gate deSigni foihackotOnn0H.

detail.



Attribute

COGNITIVE ATTRIBUTES

Attribute Definition Examples of Attribute Auivitie

2. Form

Perception

Perceptual

Speed

Spatial.

Scanning

Spatial

Orientation

identify relevant details in ob-

jects or in graphic material;

make fine visual comparisons; and

discriminate among characteristics

such as shapes and shadings of

figures or objects and widths and

lengths of lines,

rapidly identify details in verbal or

tabular material and rapidly perform

simple visual discrimination tasks;

discriminate between s ols detecting

differences in copy, etc.

identify or detect objects quickly

from a wide or complicated visual

field.

paint designs on surfaces;

compare finite objects for

similarities and differences,

check a proof against the

original copy; transpose

information from printed

matter into a machine.

look for objects on a large

visual surface; identify numbers

ending in five in a table, quickly

identify-area patterns and orient one-

self in relation to the position and

form of surrounding objects.

Visualization identify area patterns in two or three

dimensions and convert them into other

area patterns; demonstrate the ability

to visualize objects of two or three

dimensions;' and-analyze outlines in

geometriclorms.

,9

conduct a tour; crive an

automobile.

use a mirror to visualize and
...minipu4teHobfectif.iketCh.--

design...for:.a.pittern.

14 50



Attribute

Number

Faicility

COGNITIVE ATTRIBUTES

Attribute Definition Ex4Mples. of Attribute Activities

calculate.num erical results .rapidly

and accurately.0ing operations,

suChasHaddition,-su4traction

multiplicationLind- diviSion;. count;

plot oknumbered coordinatesv etc,

compute scale representations o'

objects) add and subtract debits

and credits; compute the answer

to an arithmetic problem,

Memory reproduce recall pertinent karned

information perfectly within E. spec-

ified period of time (one minute to

eight hours) .

Verbal

Comprehen-

sion

give a speech from memory; re-

remember dispated addresses.

define the meanings of words and the

ideas associated with them, and use

them effectively; interpret language,
identify relationships between words,

and deduce meanings of whole sen-

tences and paragraphs.

review written communication; pre

pare correspondence; write an ar-

ticle; prepare a presentation.

10, Grammar utilize,forms and structures of

words and tiiicgeneral arrangement

in phrases and sentences.

11

check a manuscript; read printed

material for accuracy correctness.

paling usoJetors propel to
.

.

diatingUlah.beteeiterrettly. Spell-

ed and misspelled words.

check typed material; read printed

material, for accuracy correctness;

prepare a paper.



COGNITIVE ATTRIBUTES

Attribute Examples o f Attribute Activities

12. Expression-

al Fluency

translate ideas into words rapidly,

especially in oral or written exchang

Expressional fluency differs from

ideational fluency (below) in that ex-

pressional fluency does not involve

coming up with ideas (as does ideation-

al fluency) abut, rather, the verbal ex-

pression of these ideas.

question an individual, respond

to questions rapidly; write a

report.

13 Ideational

Fluency

14 sensitivity

to 1

express creative ideas rapidly about

a given topic where quantity rather

than quality of ideas is stressed (for

example, producing as many ideas as

possible about a giVen topic in five

minutes).

identify practical problems (ex,amPle;

improvements that could be made in

electrical appliances); deficiencies

in courses of action or organizational

plans (example; why a road should be

repaved when it would have to be torn

up in the near future to install new

sewer pipes); or recognize implica-

tions of activities (example; if the

activity is building a dog house, the

ability to infer that the entrance

must be large enough to accommodate

the dog, etc.).

throw out ideas for consideration;

give suggestions for a new mailing

strategy; suggest style changes in

products/good.

anticipate problems that could

arise on a trip; investigate de-

creasing production of products/

goods.



Attribute

COGNITIVE ATTRIBUTES

Attribute Definition Examples of Attribute Activities

15. Deductive

Reasoning

16 Inductive
,

Reasoning

examine given premises and reason

those premises to their necessary

conclusion. lExample; given: "All

holidays are paid and no Sundays are

paid", thelbility to deduce that

"No Sundays are holidays".)

solve a complex problem; solve

an arithmetic mathematical problem.

identify/express/write general con-

cepts (giving structure and meaning

to the information) from given spec-

ific sets of information; that is,

produce a general concept, principle

or rule to explain a set of specific

instances. This factor is tested

for by requiring the examinee to de-

rive a principle from a number of

particular instances. (Example;

given the nonsense syllables ABC,

MNO, XYZ, PQS, GHI, to discover that

PQS is different from the others,

since the rule for the formation of

the others is alphabetical order.)

Note basic differences and relation-

ships among symbols, figures, and

figure patterns (usually measured

through the use of figure diagrams

arranged according to some principle).

55
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decode a secret message; develop a

theory to explain research findings.

56



Attribute

COGNITIVE ATTRIBUTES

Attribute Definition Examples of Attribute Activities

17. Originality produce express responses or ideas

which are either clever or uncommon.

Example; produce clever titles to

story plots or produce novel conse-

quences of a hypothetical situation

(such as what if everyone were blind),

think of unusual names for products;

produce a new title for a program;

think of novel ways to make money.

18. Social identify/examine/interpret correctly

Intelli- behavioral information obtained

gence through friendly interaction; ident-

ify the behavioral indicators of at-

tention, thoughts, desires, moods,

emotions, intentions, etc. (behav-

iors as gestures, postures, actions,

expressions, voice inflections, etc.)

19. Aesthetic

Judgment

20, Musical

Aptitude

57

work with senior citizens; vary

selling approach according to

customer reaction; supervise sub-

ordinates.

analyze/determine the compositional

organization of art objects on the

basis of considering differences in

unit, proportion, form, color, and

design.

assess the quality of a design;

determine the value of antique

artifacts.

combine sensory, psychomotor, and

cognitive capabilities necessary

to produce musical expression (with

voice or instrument). These capac-

ities include using the sense of

pitch, rhythm, time, and tonal

memory.

keep in tune/time with musical notes;

play a melody on a musical instrument;

sing a song in a choral group.



Attribute

PSYCHOMOTOR ATTRIBUTES

Attribute Definition Examples of Attribute Activities

21 Control.

Precision

22, Multilinib'

Coordin-

ation

23. Reaction

Time

24. Eye-Hand

Coordin-

ation

25. Manual

Dexterity

26. Finger

Dexterity

adjust the position of a control

mechanism (such as joysticks, levers;

pedals, rudders, etc.) using rapid,

precise, controlled muscular movement.

place in position a building section;

operate a lever to control movement

of a vehicle.

use more than one limb (both hands,

both feet, or hands and feet) si-

multaneously, in coordinated manner.

(perate manual components of in-

struments; participate in (recre-

ational activities) active sports.

respond rapidly to a stimulus when

it appears.

correlate movements with time,

quickly; avoid a falling object.

make rapid and accurate hand move-

ments in coordination with visual

stimuli. This attribute is tested

by requiring the examinee to place

dots in small circles as rapidly as

possible.

assemble assorted designs into a

construct; connect parts into an

apparatus; lay a foundation.

make rapid and accurate arm-hand

movements in manipulating fairly

large objects.

wrap.packages; adjust appliances

apparatus; manipulate p4rts

manipulate precisely small objects

with the fingers.

manipulate small/fine parts;

assemble intricate parts.



Attribute

27. Arm-Hand

Steadiness

28. Explosive

Strength

29. Static

Strength

30. Dynamic

Strength

31. Body

Equilibrium

61

PSCYCHOMOTOR ATTRIBUTES

Attribute Definition Examples of Attribute Activities

make precise arm-hand movements and

maintain steadiness while making these

movements, where strength and speed

are unimportant. Also, minimize move-

ment while the arms and hands are in a

set position.

apply a maximum amount of muscular

force through one or more short

bursts of effort.

paint a design; fire at an object;

transfer matter from one container

to another container.

thrust objects with force; drive

an object into the ground.

exert considerable force against ex-

ternal objects for .a brief period,

as in lilting, pushing, pulling,.

squeezing, tar4ing, etc.

43=

exert force repeatedly or continu-

ously over time so as to move or

support the body. Muscular endur-

ance and resistance to muscular

fatigue are important in this at-

tribute.

transport materials from one place

to another; unload goods from a

conveyor.

emplace screws using hand tools;

perform strenuous exercises.

maintain or regain body balance and

orientation when balance is threat-

ened or temporarily lost, plaCing

primary reliance on nonvisual cues

(example; sensory cues).

paint from a ladder; walk a straight

line; climb a tree; walk across one

end of a room to the other end.

20



Attribute

PSYCHOMOTOR ATTRIBUTES

Attribute Definition Examples of Attribute Activities

Stamina exert the body through continuous

effort over an extended period of

time (heart endurance).

perform physical exertion for a

prolonged extended period of tine.

Attribute

33, Near

Visual

Acuity

34. Far

Visual

Acuity

35. Depth

Perception

SENSORY CAPACITIES

Attribute Definition Examples of Attribute Activities

identify and discriminate visual de-

tel at normal reading distance or

less.

proofread written materials; carve

small objects; make a cut in a

solid object.

identify!examinOpecify details at

distances beyond normal reading

distance,

search for materials in a maze from

a distance; road house numbers from

a distance (while moving materials

from one place to another); watch

for pedestrians.

determine and discriminate distances

such as those determined from the

observer along the observer's line

of vision, from the front to the

back of an object so that it is seen

three dimensionally, etc.

move an object with a larger mechan-

cal device; approach a car within a

safe distance.
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Attribute

SENSORY CAPACITIES

Attribute Definition Examples of Attribute Activities

36. Color identify and distinguish color and choose color schemes; mix shades. of

Discriuiin- similarities or differences among paint.

ation colors; identify harmonious or con-

trasting color combinations, or

match colors adequately.

37. Auditory identify relevant sound cues and

Acuity discriminate between sounds in

terms of their intensity, pitch

or tonal quality.

listen for different sounds; take

messages over the telephone; tune

instruments.

38. Tactual identify and discriminate among

Discrimin- characteristics of objects (such

ation as size, shape, texture, etc.)

through the use of touch.

examine an object by feeling for

defects; model a small artifact.



SELECTING SURVEY INSTRUMENTS RESPONDENTS

Survey instruments respondents should include workers and those individuals who supervise

these workers in order to provide a greater diversity in obtaining perceptions from individuals

concerning their jobs and the human attributes required to perform their jobs. The following

criteria could be used in selecting survey participants:

a. The organizations, agencies, or businesses should be in

operation for at least two years.

b. Respondents should represent a cross-section of the same

type of organizations, agencies or businesses. For ex-

ample, several organizations, agencies, or businesses

should be selected which employ various types of welders.

c. Respondents should be capable of completing the survey

instruments within one week.

d. Respondents should be selected who represent a diversity

of experience within the same type of occupation.

e. Respondents should represent a balance between workers

and those who supervise workers within the sine occupa-

tion.

f. Selected organizations, agencies, or businesses, should

repreient'a diversity of occupations within the single

entity.

g. selected should be willing to :complete both

theAcmation4Httribute Survey instrument and the

...Job..Activ1:4-4-At.tribute..urvey Instrument.

67



The..criterii.liSted are only suggested guidelines .to follow in identifying and selecting

the surveY:inStrument.respondents.

AIthough,no.ideallatple.size is recommended, the overall. number of survey in tru-

rent participants fOrtoth instruments should not exceed. twenty. The ritio,of supervisors

to workers should be one to three. Once selected and ideniified, survey instrument

participants should be..informed as to the purpose of the survey, which is to. provide needed

in#rmation to.Ounselors teachers, and others .so they can assist handicapped individuals n-

determining their occupational plans or anticipating emplOyment requirements and prepam-

tim



DEvEopiNG OCCUPATION-BYPATTRIBUTE AND JOB

A TIVITY-B4TTRIBUTE SURVEY INSTRUMENT

Two instruments were developed for use in obtaining information from knowledgeable and

skilled workers and supervisors within a given occupation and include an ''ocupatIon-by-

Attribute Survey Instrument and Job Activity-by-Attribute Instrument. The Occupation-by-

Attribute Survey Instrument contains the listing of the thirty-eight attributes as indicated

in the section covering "Preparing Occupational Statements" This instrument is illustrated

in Figure 4.

As indicated, each of the thirty-eight attributes is listed with a set of numbers

0 to 7 following This instrument is used to rate the importance of and need for each

of the thirty-eight
attributes to a given occupation. The 0 upation-by-Attribute

Survey Instrument is concerned only with the degree to which demonstration of an attribute

is important to a given occupation and is not concerned with specific job activities with-

in the occupation. The complete survey instrument booklet for the occupation of automotive

mechanics is contained in Appendix A.

The J b Activity-by-Attribute Survey Inst ument is concerned with assessing the

degree to which demonstration of a particular attribute is important to specified

job activities of a given occupation. An illustration of the Job Activity -by-Attribute



Su'ryey Instrument similar to the Oecuaation- by -A' tt ,ibute Survey Instrument is provided

in Figure 5.

Note: The 0 7 scale provides eight levels degrees to which
demonstration of an attribute is requited to perform a
respective occupation or job activity within the occupa-
tion. 0 designates not required and 7 designates that
demonstiation of this attribute is required to a very high
degree. The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and provide levels
of degrees to which demonstrationof an attribute is re-
quired to perform a respective occupation of job activity
within the occupation between the two extremes 0 and 7

Again, each of the thirty-eight attributes is listed with the same set of numbers

0 to 7, following each
However, in this instrument, consideration is given to rating

each job activity within the occupation. The complete survey instrument is contained

in Appendix B for the occupation of automotive mechanic and is provided for illustra-

tion purposes only Overall administration of the Occupation-by-Attribute
Survey

instrument takes approximately thirty to forty-five minutes depending on the particular

respondents. The first fifteen minutes should be spent becoming familar with the

definition of the attribute contained in the definition booklet The Job Activity-by-

Attribute Survey Instrument taken approximately one hour to one hour and thirty minutes

depending on the number of activity statements within the occupation. It is not necessary

to complete both survey instruments within the same time frame, but both instruments

should be completed within one week. If survey instruments are mailed to survey re-

spondent a letter of explanation should
accompany the instruments.



This same procedure can be used when developing any type of occupational survey

instrument. Separate survey boOdetsshould be constructed for the Occupation-by-Attiibut

Survey instrument and the Job Activity-by-Attribute Survey Instrument. Each survey

instrument shoUld be. accompanied. by a definition booklet containing the definitions of

the human attribute requirements ofjobS with examples of each attribute. The definition

bookiA is contained in Appendix C.



Figure 4

Occupation-by-Attribute Survey Instrument

Sjake 12s2Da: Box Builder
Ratiu Scale

To perform this oacupatien,

demonstration of a is attribute is

0 Not Required

1 Required to a very minimal degree

2 Required to a minimal degree

3 Required to a low moderate degree

4 Required to a moderate degree

5 Required to a high moderate degree

6 Required to a high degree

h degree

ATTRIBUTES RATING

A. Cognitive Attributes

1. Closure

2 Form PercePtion

3. Perceptual speed

4 . Spatial scanning

5. Spatial orientation

6. Visualization

7. Number facility

8. Memory

9. Verbal comprehnsion

10. Grazier

11, spelling

12. Expressional fluency

13. Ideational fluency

14. Sensitivity to

problems

15. Diductive reasoning

16. Inductive reasoning

17. Originality

18. Social intelligence

19. Aesthetic judgment

20. Musical aptitude

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4.5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3 12 3 4 5 6 7

J 12 3 4 5 6 7

B. Ps chomotor Attributes C, E912SlryCapply Attributes

21. Control precision 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

22. Multilimb coordina-

tion

0 ! 2 3 4 5 5 7

23. Reaction time 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

24. Eye-hand coordina- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Aon

25. Manual dexterity 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

26 ringer dexterity 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

27. Arm-hand steadiness 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

28. Explosive strength 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

29. Static strength 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

30. Dynamic strength 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

31. Body equilibrium 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

32, Stamina 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

28

33. Near visual acuity

N. Far visual acuity

35. Depth perception

36. Color discrimina-

tion

37. Auditory acuity

38. Tactual disorimi-

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 1

0 1 2 3 i 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 5 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7



Box Builder

Job Activity: Reti ace and adjust

nuts and bolts.

ATTRIBUTES RATING

A. Bove Attributes

1. Closure 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2. Form perception 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3. Perceptual speed 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4. Spatial scanning 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5 Sptial orientation 0,1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6 , Visualization 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7. Number facility 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8, M e m o r y 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9 . Verbal comprehension 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

10. Grammar 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

11. Spelliag 0 1 2 3.4; 5 6 7

12, Expressional fluency 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

13, Ideational fluency 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

14. SerJitivity to 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

problems

15. Deductive reasoning 0 1 2 3 4 5 i 7

16. Inductive reasoning 0 1 2 3 4 5 i 7

17, Originality 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

18. Social intelligence 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

19, Aesthetic judgment 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

20. Musical aptitude 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7,

Figure 5

Job Activity-by-Attribute Survey Instrument

n ca e

To per ors this job activity,

demonstration of this attribute is

0 Not required

1 Required to a very minimal degree

2 Required to a minimal degree

3 Required tm a low moderate degree

4 Required to a moderate degree

5 Required to a high moderate degr

Required to a high degree

aired to a very high degree

ArrinWN
B. Fsychomoter Attributes

21. Control precision 0 1 2 3'4

22. Multilimb cOordina- 0 1 2 3 4

tion

23. Reaction time 0.1 2 3 4

24, Eye-hand coordina7' 0 1 2 3 4

tion

25, Manual dexterity 0 1 2 3'4

26. Finger dexterity 0 1 2 3 4

27 Ars-hand steadiness 0 1 2 3 4

28. Explosive strength 0 1 2 3 4

29. Static'strength 0 2 3,4

30, Dynage stretgth 0 1 2 4 5 6,7

31. Body equilibrium 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

32. Stamina 0 1 2 3 4 1 6 7

C. Sensory Capacity_Attributes

5 6 7 33. Near visual acuity 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5.6 7 34. Far visual acuity 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

35. Depth Perception 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5 6 7 35. Color discirsina- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5 6 7 tion

37._,Auditory.acuity .. '0 1.2'34 5.6 7

5 6 7 38. Tactual discrimi - '012-31:5 6 7

5 6 7 nation..

5 6 7

5 6 7

5-6 7



PEVELQPINGATTRIBUTE1YEX ,EPTIQNALITY.

SORVEy:INSTRUMENTS

The next procedure used in relating the capabilities of the handicapped to the human

attribute. requirements of the job ,was.to deVeloP, two Attribute-b Ecepttonality...Survey

1"flatruments, The , urpose of-developing. thete:two Surveyinstrumentswas twofold. (a) to

110ijOi000;00ge4b14-voctional.cQunse).ors rehabilitatiOn.counselprii. specialist and or....

AndiViduali..who:.work.direct4.in*thepOunselingand or placement of individual. with handi7-

capping conditions at the secondary post secondary, or sheltered workshop environment re-

pond using their best judgment of theclients..with..whom they 'directly work:regarding:the-

capabilities of these individuals to demonstrate the thirty-eight attributes rand (13 to

have handicapped .individuals who are zodentgand clients of vocational. counselors,

rehabilitation tounselots 'specialittt and /or teachers respond. using a self - assessment

procedure concerning their ability to demonstrate the: thirty-eight attributes* The two

instruments were similar 4 the qmpation-by-Attrtbute Survey Instrument prvious

illustrated but wish the following exceptions:

(a) "requirements of demonstrating" the attributt were changed to capable of

demonstrating the attribute.

y.

(b) modification was made in the seven point rating scale to include a. rating

for (yes, do differ, no, do not differ) with respect to a handicapped person's

ability to demonstrate a given Attributeo



(C) The Attribute4y-Exceptionality
Survey Instrument for the handicapped sample

contained only the npiEk of the attribute activities whereas the Attribute:-
by-Exceptionality Survey instrument for those individuals working with handi-capped persons contained the attribute statements with an accompanying defini-tion booklet.

A partial illustration of each instrument
is provided in Figures 6 and 7. The complete

instruments appear in Appendix D and Appendix E

In order to clarify the narrative examples of attribute activities, each of the

thirty-eight examples of attribute activities was illustrated for the handicapped person.

Therefore, handicapped persons had the opportunity to determine whether or not they were

capabie of demonstrating the narrative example of the attribute activity or capable of

demonstrating the pictorial representation of the same attribtte. An illustration of a

narrative activity statement and an illustration of the example of the attribute activity

is presented in Figure 8. The complete illustration booklet is contained inAppendix F

\and is used in conjvnction with the
Attribute-by-Exceptioneitv Survey inetru)nent for

handicapped persons.



Figure 6

PARTIAL ILLUSTRATION OF ATTRIBUTE-BY-EXCEPTIONALITY SURVEY
INSTRUMENT FOR INDIVIDUALS WORKING WITH HANDI-

CAPPED POPULATIONS

Rating Scale

Persons with this handicapping condition with whom you work, generally

-0 are not capable of demonstrating this attribute

I are capale of demonstrating this attribute to a

2 are capable of demonstrating this attribute to a

3 are capable of demonstrating this attribute to a

4 are capable of demonstrating this attribute to a

5 are capable of demonstrating this attribute to a

6 are capable of demonstrating this attribute to a

7 are capable of demonstrating this attribute to a

very minimal degree

minimal degree

low moderate degree

moderate degree

high moderate degree

high degree

very high degree

Yes/No Persons with this handicapping condition (Yes, do differ - No, do not differ)
from persons who are non-handicapped in the ability to demonstrate this attribute.

A. Copitive_ Attribute

Closure

Form perception

, Perceptual speed

4. Spatial scanning

5. Spatial orientation

6. Visualizicirii.

7. Numb facility

8 Memo

94 Verbal comprehension

10. Grammar'

0 1 2 3 4' 5 6 7 1 N

0.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Y N
0 1 3 4 51 7 Y N

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Y N
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 1 2 :3-4 5 6 7 1 1;

0 1 2345671 N

012 3 45.6..7 IN
O 1-'72 3 4.5 6 7 1-N

0123456.71 N

0 1 2 3.4 5 6 7 1 N 86



Figure 7

PARTIAL ILLUSTRATION OP ATTRIBUTE-BY-EXCEPTIONALITY
SURVEY INSTRUMENT FOR HANDICAPPED POP

Ratn Scale
rti.7ffrarVIdual with a handicapping condition, I am

0 not capable of demonstrating this attribute
1 capable of demonstrating this attribute to a very minimal degree
2 capable of demonstrating this attribute to a minimal degree
3 capable of demonstrat-ng this attribute to a low moderate degree
4 capable of demonstrating this attribute to a moderate degree
5 capable of demonstrating this attribute to a high moderate degree
6 capable of demonstrating this attribute to a high degree
7 capable Of demonstrating this attribute to a very high degree

YES/NO Persons with this handicapping condition (Yes, do differ - No, do not
differ) from persons non-handicapped in the ability to demonstrate
this activity.

Examples of Attribute Activities

look for hidden detail in pictures;
look at designs for background
detail in wallpai:er; solve a puzzle

2 paint designs on surfaces; compare
objects for similarities and
differences; compare pictures of a
landscape; paint a design on a fire
hydrant

check a pro,_4f against the original
copy; charge information from printed
matter into a machine

look for objects on a large surface;
identify quickly numbers ending in
a five in a table

conduct a tour; drive a car; ride a
bike; swim in an ocean; climb a
mountain

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2

0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7 Y N CLOSURE

4 5 6 7 Y N FORM PERCEPTION

4 5 6 7 Y N PERCEPTUAL SPEED

5 6 7 Y-N SPATIAL SCANNING

5 6 7 Y N SPATIAT ORIEN:MIO



Figure 8

ILLUSTRATED VERSION OF ATTRIBUTE-BY-EXCEPTIONALITY SURVEY
INSTRUMENT FOR HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS

Example c ribut Activiti es

use a mirror to place ob _c
sketch designs for a patter_
arrange ft furniture



The format and structure of the Attribute-by-Exceptionality Survey Instrument for

the handicapped population is designed for use by all areas of exceptionality. This

includes use by those individuals with severely limited reading abilities. For those

individuals with limited or severe visual impairments, rzicl example of an attribute

A

activity is read alouh to the individual responding to a selfassessinent and the re-

sponse is circled on an answer sheet.

With respect to the design of the Attribute-by-Exceptionality Survey Instrument

for counselors, teachers, rehabilitation specialist etc,, at least two individuals

within a given profession should have knowledge of the capability of the handicapped

. .

individual. Professional assessment should be prediqted on the person's knowledge of

the handicapped individual either through test scores daily interaction, and observation

of work evaluation/work adjustme situations, and other evalration data.'

Overall adminiStration of :he Attribute-by-&ceeptionality Survey Instrument for

those individuals working with a handicapped individual takes approximately twenty to

thirty minutes. The self-assessment survey instrument completed by the handicapped

individual takes approximately 0i,ty to forty-five minutes depending on the nature and

severity of the handicap and the individual responding.
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DATA ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPING PROFILES

As Indicated in the sections entitled "Developing Occupation-by-Attribute and

JobACtivity-by-Attribute Survey Instruments" and "Developing Attribute-by-Exceptionality

Survey Instruments," the ultimate outcome of all procedures is to relate the capabilities

of the handicapped to the human attribute requirement 2 f jobs. In order to accomplish

this objective, the following procedures are undertaken.

Instrument Data Analvis

In both instruments, Occupation-by-Attribute:and Job Activity-by- Attribute Survey

Illruments, data are analyzed by Ine of median scores. That is, median score5.evenly

divide the itstribution of scores and are more amenable to extreme scores. With respect

to the Attribute-by- Exceptionality Survey Instrument, again, median scorns should b
ir

determined-fvom the two sets of raP4 scores provided by those twd-individuals working

with a handicapped individual and the raw score from the individual self-assessment

rating. This sin le-score becomes the median score for developing the profile sheett
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lEdjlej2oment

Attribute requirements are first identified by individuals mployed within various

occupational areas, and the capability of haAicapped individuals to demonstrate the

thirty-eight attributes are defined and analyzed. Then profiles can be constructed

to determine the degree to which congruency can be established in relating the two by

means of a comparative novrlay" process. These profiles represent the median rati

of the respondents from the data analysis.

Profile can be constructed for any occupational area using data :..rom the Occupation-

by-Attribute Survey Instrument. An illustration for three diverse occupational areas-

automotive mechanic, business data programmer, and general secretary--is provided in

Figure 9, 10, and 11. Profiling the attribute requirements, vis-a-vis the occupation

only, provides a more holistic approach to perceived attribute requirements without

differentiating between what specific job activities may be performed given certain

occupational requirements relative to a particular agency, organization, or firm. In

ether words, there may exist certain positions within businesses, industries, or labor

organizations whose requirements foi a particular job do not necessarily correspond to

those requirements within the Iliqi2REL0121Ri9pational Titles, It is necessary,

therefore, to know generally what attribute requirements may be needed in order to

perform tasks within a given occupation.



Pro

Figure 9

lunan Attribute-by-Occupation

Occupation: Automotive Mechanic

iVETTTLInes

A. Cognitivo_ Atttibut s.

1. Closure
2. Form Perception
3. Perceptual Speed
4. Spatial Scanning
5. Spatial Orientation
6. Visualization
7. Number Facility
8. Memory
9. Verbal Comprehension

10. Grammar
11. Spelling
12, Expressional Fluency
13. Ideational Fluency
14. Sensitivity to Problems
15 Deductive Reasoning

co 16. Inductive Reasoning
17. Originality

-18. Social Intoll gel
19. Aesthetic Judgment
2Q. Musical Aptitude

#yq2L2motorAttribute

-21. Control Precision
22. Multilimb Coordination
23.. Reaction Time
24. Eye-hand Coordination
25, Manual Dekterity
26. Finger Dexterity
27. Arm-Band Steadiness
28. Ex.osive Strength
29. Static Strength
30. Dynamic Strength
.31. Body Equilibrium
32, Stamina

L12n22I1,S2Eacity Attribute

33.. Near Visual Acuity
34. Far- Visual Acuity
35. Depth Perception
36. Color Discrimination

Auditory Acuity
38. Tactual Discrimination

RatinciSca e

0----1---2---3----4

0----1----2----3----4-
0----1----2----3---

5----6----7
-5----6----7
- 5---- 5 - - - -7y

-4----5----6----7
--4----5----6----7

0----1----2-

0----1----2----

-6----7
---6----7

--5----6----7

0--7-1----2---- -6----7-- ---6----7
0----1----2----3 ----5----7

- -6----7

- --6----7
-5-7776----7

-6----7
---6----7



e 10

Profile of Human Att

Occupation: Business Data Programmer

ute-by-Occu ion

___---__
Human uteri'

A. Conit

1.
2.
3.

4.

6.

7.

8.
9,

10.
11.
12.

17.
18.
19.
0.

Bute

Pa ti

Closure
Form Perception
Perceptual Speed
Spatial Scanning
Spatial Orientation
Visualization
Number Facilit
emery

Verbal Comprehension
Grammar
Spelling
Expressional Fluency
Ideational Fluency
Sensitivity to Problems
Deductive Reasoning
inductive Reasoning
Originality
Social Intelligence
-Aesthetic Judgment
Musical Aptitude

L__.m/.5or At ribute

21. Control PreCision
22. Multilimb Coordination
23. Reaction Time
24. Eye -hand Coordination
25. Manual Dexterity
26. Finger lAxterity
27. Arm-Band Steadiness
28. Explosie Strength
29. Static il,trength
30. Dynamic Strength
310 Body Equilibrium
12. Stamina

C. sensory CaT)acit- Attribute

33. Near Visual Acuity
34, Far Visual Acuity
35. depth Perception
36. -Color Discriminatio-i
7. Auditory Acuity

3I o Tactu41.0iscrimination'

0----1----2----3---4--*-5----6----7

- -7
7

0----1----2----3----4 gym 7
if --

0----
---7

0---
0 -2----3----4--0-5----6----7
0

0--
0

0-- ----2----3---4----5----6----7

-6----7
0---
0-

0-



Profile

Occupation: General Secretary

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14
15.

C 16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

f==MISE=.

c2g2 t

Figure 11

1t n Attribute-by-Ooc_pn t in

Closure
Form Perception
Perceptual Speed
Spatial Scanning
Spatial Orientation
VisUalization
Number Facility
Memory
Verbal Comprehension
Grammar
Spelling
Expressional Fluency
Ideational Fluency
Sensitivity to Problems
Deductive Reasling
Inductive Reasoning
Originality
Sooial.Intelligence
Aesthetic Judgment
MuSical Aptitude

B. Psydlicnotor Attribute

21-0 Control. Precision
22. Multilimb COordination
23. Reaction Time
24. Eye=hand Coordination
25. ManualiDexterity
26. Fiilger'Dexterity
27, Arm-Hand Steadiness
28. :Explosive Strength
29. Static:Strength
JO. Dynamic Strength
31. Body, Equilibrium
32's Stamina

C. Sensory ;11.2acit Attribute

33. ,Fear VitUal Acuity
34. Far Visual Acuity
35. Depth Perception
36. COlor Discrimination
37. Auditory Acuity 97
38. Tactual Discrimination

-Anq Scale

----S----6----7
-6----7

0----1----2----3--

-7
-7

-4----5----6- 7
___7

--6----7

---6----7

777 _777-5-77-6-77

0----1--7-2----

0----1-
0----1----

--4----5----6----7

--4----5----6---7

-7



Next, profiles are constructed for the job activities within the occupation. That

, again using the median scores from the data analysis of the Job Activity -by- Attribute

roe v Instrument, each job activity within an occupation can be constructed. For

lustration purposes only, Figures 12, 13, and 14 provide an example of profiles from

ree occupational areas: --automotive mechanic, general secretary, and business data

ogrammer. Job Activity-by-Attribute profiles provide a more comprehensive understanding

attribute requirements across specific job activities within an occupation. Addi-

onally_ within the "overlay" procedure, it can be easily discerned what attributes are

eded within specific activities and it can be determined what congruency can be ectab-

shed between-the attributes required by the occupations in general and those needed for

rticular job activities within the occupations. Complete Job Activity-by-Attribute

ofiles for each of three occupations, general. secretary, automotive mechank and

siness data programmer-appear in Appendix GI H, and I.

The final procedure is to construct the profiles for the handicapped population.

e ,same procedure is employed to develop these profiles as is used in developing the

cupation-by-Attribute and Job Activity-by-Attribute profiles. That is, obtain the raw

ores from the sample population surveyed and profile the median scores. These profiled

ores are then "overlayed" either on the Occupation -by- Attribute profile-Or-on the Job-

tivity-4y-Attribute profiles. As indicated, the pccupation-by-Attriture profile provides
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Occupation;

Job Activit

Figure 12

Profile of human Attributes for

Automotive Mechanic

ob Activities

Ex4mine vehicle and discuss with customer or automobile-
.repair-service salesman, automobile tester, etc., nature and extent
of damage or malfunction.

Hunan Attributes in Scale

A.____Cocnitive_Attribute

1. Closure
2. Form Perceptior,
3. Perceptual Speed
4. Spatial Scanning
5. Spatial Orientation
G. Visualization
7. Numer Facility
8. Memory
9. Verbal Comprc2liensioti

10. Grammar
11. Spelling
12. Expressional Fluency
13.. Ideational Fluency
14. Sensitivity to. Problems
1L). Deductive Reasoning
lb.. Inductive Reasoning
17. Originality
18. Social Intelligence
19. Aesthetic Iudgment
2Q, -Musical Aptitude

M. Psychomotor Attribu

21. Control Precision
22. Multilimb Coordination
23. Reaction Time
24. Eye -hand Coordination
25. Manual Dexterity
26. Finger Dexterity
27.- Arm-Hand Steadiness
28. Explosive Strength
29. Static- Strength
30. Dynamic Strength
31.. 'Body-Equilibrium
32. Stamina_

C. SenylLy1.72pacity At

aear Visua3 Acuity
34. ty

37.
38. Tactua

imination
Acuity
iscrlmination

ut

0----1----2----3-- 4----5----6----7
0----1----2----3- -4----5----6----7

=

5----6----7

0----1----2----3----4--
--6----7

- 5---- 6 - - - -7

--5----6----7
-6----7

0----1-----2----3----4-
0----1----2----
0----1---
0----1----2----
0----1--

-0_

0----1----2---

-6---r7

-4----5----6----7
-4---5----6----7

---4----5----6----7
---4----5----6----7

-5----6----7
5-----6----7
5----6----7

--5----6----7
0----1-----2----3-

0----1----2--

--2----3----4
0-- - -2----3-
1-- -5--6--7



Occupati n;

ic11121-2.LLLYL

Human Att

Figure 13

Pro: le of Human Attributes

General Secretary

Read and route nconuing mail.

A. Cognitive Attribute

1. Closure
2. Form Perception
3. Perceptual Speed
4. Spatial Scanning
5. Spatial Orientation
-6. Visualization
7. Number Facility
8. Memory
-9. Verbal Comprehe
10. Grammar
11. Spelling
12. Lxpressional Fluency
13. Ideational Fluency
14. Sensitivity to Proble

'15. DedueLive.Reasoning
16. Inductive Reasoning
17. Originality
18. SOcial Intelligence
19. Aesthetic Judgment
29. MuSical Aptitude

Ps chomotor Attribute

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Control Precision
Multilimb Coordination
Reaction TiMe
Eye -hand Coordination
Manual Dexterity
Finger Dexterity.
Arm-Hand .Steadiness
Explosive Strength
Static Strength
Dynamic Strength
Body Equilibrium
Stamina

Sensollyapacity.2ttribute

Near ViSwl'AdUity
34. Far Visual Acuity
35. Depth perception --
36. Color Discrimination
37. Auditory-Acuity'
38. Tactual,-Discriminati n

0--

Job Activities

ale

----4----5----6----7

0----1--- --4----5----6----7
0---
0-
0-- ---3 ---5----6----7

0----/----2----
----6----7

-6----7

0----1----2----3--
0----1----2----3---- ---5----6----7

0----1-
0----1
0----1--- = - 3---- 4- _--5 - - - -6 ----7

0- --3---64----5----6----7
0
0 r---1----2----3----4----5----6----7
0 --1----2----3----4----5----6----7
0 --1----2----3----4----5----6----7
0 --1----2----3----4----5----6----7
0

-5----6---.-7

0 ---2----3----4----5----6----7

0----1----2---
0- -...tvar

0
0--
0-
0-



Figure 14

Profile of Hu n Attributes for Job Activities

Occupation: Business Data Programmer

Job Activity_
Analyze all or part of workflow chart or diagram represent-

ingbusiness proolem by applying knowledge of computer cap
subject matter, algebra, and symbolic logic to develop sequence of
program steps.

A. co n t
1. Closure
2. Form Perception
3. Perceptual Speed
4. Spatial Scanning
S. Spatial Orientation
6. Visual$,zation
7. Number FaCility
8. Memory
9. Verbal Comprehension

10. -Grammar_
11. Spelling
12.. Expressional Fluency
13. Ideational Fluency
14 Sensitivity to Problems
1. Deductive Reasoning
16.. Inductive Reasoning
17. Originality
18. Social Intelligence.
19. Aesthetic Judgment
2Q, Musical Aptitude

3. Ps chomoto Attribute

-21. Control Precision
22. Multilimb Coordination
23. Reaction Time
24. Eye-hand Coordination
25. Manual Dexterity
26. Finger Dexterity
27. ArM-iland Steadiness
28. Explosive-Strength
29.- Static Strength
30. DOamic Strength
31. Body Equilibrium
32. Stamina

3. .sear Visual Acuity
34. Far Visual acuity
33. Oepth Perception
36. Color Discrimination
37. Auditory Acuity
38. Tactual Discrimination

Ra q Sca

0----1----2- -3----4----5----6----7

----4----5----6----7
--6----7

---6----7
5----6----7

-4----5----6----7
---5----6----7

----5----6----7

- -7

-7

0----1----2--- 5----6----7
---4----5----6---7

---2----3----4----5----6----7

--r1----2----3----4----5----6----7

0---- --2- 7--6----7

0
0



information on occupational requirements at a gross level, whereas the Job-Activity-by-

Attribute profile provides information on occupational requirements at a specific level.

In order to make a comparison of a handicapped person's ability to demonstrate

attribute requirements at either the gross or finite level, a particular handicapped

person's profile is noverlayed" on either one of the two profiles. When "overlayed" on

the Occupation-by-Attribute profile, it represents attribute requirements irrespective

of the job activities within the occupation. When noverlayed" on the Job-Activity-by-

Attribute profiles, it represents attribute requirements for specific job activities

within the entire occupation.

An illustration is provided in Figures 15 through 23 for nine areas of exceptionality

and include blind, partially sighted, deaf, hard of hearing, emotionally disturbed,

mentally retarded, speech impaired, nonsenrly physical, and learning disabled., These

categories were based on the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, Office of Education

classifiCation and represent those areas of exceptionality used in the field testing of

the instruments. The profiles presented in Figures 15 through 23 are illustrations of

the profiles of individual respondents used in the field teL procedures. Profiles,

of course, will vary depending on the population and the area of exceptionality.

103
45
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15

MEDIAN PROFILE OF nTILIBUTF-RY-4EXCEPT ITY

4andicapping Condition:

INDIVIDUAL RESPONDENT

c

A. Co- itive Attribute

1.. Closure
2. Form Perception
3. Perceptual Speed
4. Zpatial Scanning

.S?atial Orientation
'diJualization

7. :lumber Facility.
.Memory

9. Verbal Compreheh
10.. Era mar
111. Spelling
12. Expressional Flue Icy
13. Ideational Fluuncy
14. Sensitivity to problems
15., Deductive Reasoning
16. Inductive Reasonil
17. Originality.
IS. Social Intelligence
IS- Aesthetic Judgment
23, Musical Aptitude

S. Psychomotor Attribute

21. Control Precision
22. Multilimo Coordination
23. Reaction Time
24. Eye-hand Coordinat
25. Manual Dexterity
26. Finger Dexterity
27. Arm-Hand Steadiness
28. Explosive Strength
29. Static Strength
30. Dynamic Strengtn
31. Body Equilibrium 0---- --7

32. Stamina

-5-- - - -7

---7

-4--

-__i____2____

__.7

- -7
__7

--.7
- -7

--7

C. Capacity Atti

33. .year Visual7ACuity,
Visual Acuity

35. Depth Perception
36-. Color Discrimination
37. Auditory Acuity
33. Tactual 0.scriminati



rimpr IG

MEDIAN PROFILE OF ATTRIDUTE-BY-EXCEPTIONALITY

INDIVIDUAL RESPONDENT

Handicapping Condition: Partially Sighted

Human ALLributuS

A. Coy itive Attribute

1. Closurii
2. Form Perception
3. Perceptual Speed
4.; Spatial Scanning
5. Spatial Orientation
6. Visualization
7. aumber Facility
8. Memory

.9. _Verbal Comprehension
10. Grammar
II. Spelling
12; Expressional Fluency
13. Ideational Fluency
14. Sensitivity to Problems
1:J. Deductive Reasoning
lb. Inductive Reasonin
17. _Originality
18. Social Intelligence
19. Aesthetic Judgment
20. Musical Aptitude

B. Psychomotor Attrihu

21. Control Precision
22. Multilimb Coordination
23. Reaction Time
24. Eye-hand Coordination
25. manual Dexterity
26. Finger Dexterity
27. Arm-Hand Steadiness
28. Explosive Strength
29. Static Strength
JO. Dynamic Strength
31. Body Equilibr4um
32. Stamina

3.

37.
38.

:;ensor

.tear Visual Acuity
Far Visual Acuity
Dleptn- Perception
Color Discrimination
Auditory. Acuity
Tactual Discrimination

P

0---1----2----3----4---5--- -7

0---1----2----3----4-

0-7--1----2----3----47-- ---7
0----I----2---3----4--- -6----7

__G____7

_7

- --7



FIGURE 17

MEDIAN PROFILE OFATTRIBUTE-BY-FXCEPTIONALITY

INDIVIDUAL RESPONDENT

Handicapping Condition: Deaf

Hi= _-1 t
1<5 t ale

A. CU ntve,Attr Lite

1. Closure
2. Form Perception
3. Perceptual Speed
C. Spatial Scanning '.

5. Spatial Orientation
6. Visualization
7. 'Aumlier Facility
U. Memory 0----1--7-----3----4--
9. Verbal Comprehension

10. Grammar
11. Spelling
12; Expressional Fluency
13. Ideational Fluency
14. Sensitivity to Problems
15. Deductive Reasoning'
lb. InductiVe Reasoning
17.. originality
18. Social Intelligence 0----1----2---- ----5----6----7
19. Aesthetic Judgment
2Q. Musical Aptitude

H. Ps,cliomotor Attribute

21. Control Precision
22. Multilimb Coordination
23. Reaction Time
24. Eye-hand Coordinat
25, -Manual Dexterity
26. Finger Dexterity

\27. Arm -hand Steadiness
` -28. Explosive Strength
29, Static Strength

DynamicStrength-
31.\.Body Equilibrium
32. .Stamina

- - -7

---7

LEHEILIEX91EaELtY.21Ltribute

.dear Visual Acuity
34. Far Visual Acuity
35. .+ptt Perception
36'. Color piscrimination
37. Auditory Acuity
38. Tactual Discrimination

06 ---1----2----3----4----5----6--

-



FIGURE 18

MEDIAN PROFILE OF ATTRIBUTE-BY-EXCEPTIONALITY

.INDIVIDUAL RESPONDENT

Handicapping Condition: Hard of Hearing

!lumen llt a n ca

A. Cognitive Attribute

1. Closure
2. Porn. Perception
3.. Perceptual Speed
4'. Spatial Scanning
5. Spatial Orientation
6. VisuAlization
7. dumber Facility
8. Memory
9. Verbal Comprehension

10.. Grammar
Spelling

12. Expressional fluency
13. Ideational Fluency
14. Sensitivity to Problems
ID. Deductive ReaSoning
lb. Inductive Reasoning.
17, Originality
18. Social Intelligence
19. Aesthetic Judgment
20. Musical Aptitude

S. Psychomotor Attribute

21. Control Precision
22. Multilimb Coordination
23. Reaction Time
24. Eye-hand Coordination
25. Manual Dexterity
26. Finger Dexterity
27. Arm-Hand Steadiness
28. -Explosive Strength
29. 'Static Strength
30. Dynamic Strength
31. Body Equilibium
32. Stamina

C. Senso Capacity Attribute

33. dear Visual Acuity
34. Far Visual Acuity
35.. depth Perception
36. Color Discrimination
37.- Auditory-Acuity
38. TactualDiScrimination

--7
--7

---7
----7

0----I---2----37---4----5---

0----1----2----3----4---- ---6----7

--6----7
---6----7

--.7

-6----7
-6----7
--6----7

---6----7
-6----7

_4.---5.--- -.7
....4-___5.__ ..7





FIGURE 19

MEDIAN PROFILE OF-ATTRIBUTE-BY-EXCEPTIONALITY

INDIVIDUAL RESPONDENT

Handicapping Condition% Emotionally Disturbed

Human At utus PSI L ric Sc

' A.- Cognitive Attribute

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

64
7.

8.

9.

10.
11,
12.
13.
14.

lb.
17.'
18.
19.
20.

Closure
Form Perception'
Perceptual Speed
spatial Scanning
Spatial Orientat
Visualization
;lumber Facility
kamory
Verbal Comprehension
Grammar
Spelling
Expressio -1 Fluency
Ideational Fluency
Suasitivity to Problems
deductive Reasoning
Inductive Reasoniny
Originality
Social Intelligence
Aesthetic Judgment'
Musical Aptitude

B. Psychomotor Attribute

21.
22.
23.

26.
27,;

28.
29.
30.,

32.':

Control Precision
Multilimb Coordination
Reaction Time
Eye-hand Coordination
Manuall,exterity
FingerHDexterity
Arm -Uand Steadiness
Explosive Strength
StaticStrength
OynaMic Strength
Body 'Equilibrium
Stamina

4
C. oen?orycapacity_Altribute,-

33. dear Visual Acuity
34. Fur Visual cuity
35. ..)4th Perception'

, 36. Color. Discrimination
37. Auditory Acuity
38, Tactual Discrimination

7--6-77

---6----7
--6----7
-6----7

--6----7

0----1----2----3----4--



FIGURE ,20

MEDIAN hOFILE OF ATTRIBUTE-BY-EXCEPTIONALITY

INDIVIDUAL RESPONDENT

Handicapping Condition: mentally Retarded

Cognitive Attr

Closure
Form Perception
Perceptual Speed
Spatial Scanning.
Spatial, Di
Visualization
Number Facility
Memory
Verbal .Conmprel ension
Grammar
Spelling
Expressional Fluency
Ideational :Fluency
Sensitivity to Problems
Deductive Reasoning
Inductive Reasoning
Originality
Social intelligence
Aesthetic Judgment
Musical Aptitude

6.

8.

. 9.
10.
11.

13..

14.
1J.
16.
17,
18.
19.
20.

B. Psychomotor Attribute

21. Control Precision
22 Multilimb Coordination
23. Reaction Time
24. Eye-hand.Coordination
25. Manual Dexterity
26. Finger Dexterity
27. Arm-Hand Steadiness
28. Explosive Strength
290- Static'Strength
30. Dynamic Strength
31. -Body Equilibrium
32. Stamina

C. Sensory Capacity Att u

3. .tear Visual Acuity
34. Far Visual Acuity
35. Jepth Perception
36. Color Discrimination
37. Auditory Acuity
38. Tactual Discrimination

-7

0----1---,-2-7--3

-7
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FIGURE 21

MEDIAN PROFILE OF ATTRIBUTE-BY-EXCEPTIONALITY

INDIVIDUAL RESPONDENT

Handicapping Conditions Speech Impair

Human

A. Cognitive A t Mute

K/

7.

8.
9.

10.

12.
13.
14,

17,
18.
19.
2Q.

Closure
'Form Perception
Perceptual Speed
Spatial Scanning
Spatial Orientation
Visualization
',lumber Facility
-Memory
Verbal Comprehensi
Grammar
Spelling
Expressional Fluency
Ideational Fluency
Sensitivity to Problems
deductive Reasoning
Inductive Reasoning
Originality
Social Intelligence
Aesthetic Judgment
Musical Aptitude

Psychomotor Attribute

21. ontrol Precision
22 Multilimb Coordination
23. Reattien Time
24.tyehand,Coordination
25. -.--ManOal,Dexterity.
26.-41ingerA)exterity
27 Arm -hand Steadiness
28.T1X0loSiVeStrength
29. Static-Strength

Dynamic Strength
31.- -Body':Equilieriumi
32,-- Stamina

C. Sensory CdpacityAttribute

3. elear. Visual Acuity
34. Far Visual Acuity
JS. Jepth Perception
36. Color.Discriminat o
37. Auditory Acuity
38., Tactual Discrimination

0----1- --2----3----4----5----6---



FIGURE 22

DIAN PROFILE,OF ATTRIBUTE -BY- EXCEPTIONALITY

DIVIDUAL .RESPONDENT

Han eatiping'Condition:' Non Sensory.Physical

_Cognitive Attribute

4.

'6.
7k
8.
9.

,10.
11.
A2.
13.
14.
la.
16.
17.
18.
19.
29,

Closure
Form Perception
Perceptual Speed,
Spatial Seanning
Spatial Orientation
Vivaliaton
Number Facility
Memory
Verbal Comprehension
Grammar
Spelling
Expressional Fluency
.Ideational Fluency
SensitiVity to Problems
Deductive Reasoning
Inductive Reasoning
Originality
Social Intelligence
Aesthetic Judgment
Musical Aptitude

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Psychomotor Attribute

Control:Preelsion
Multilimb -Coordination
Reaction Time
Eyuhand Coordination n
Manual Dexterity
Finger. Dexterity
ArmrflendSteadiness
Explosive Strength
Static Strength
DynamieSt;ength
Body Equilibrium
Stamina

Sensory Capacity_Attribu

33. aear Visual Acuity
34. Far Visual Acuity
3$. Depth Perception,
36. Color Discrimination
37. -Auditory Acuity
38. TJetual Oiscrimination

0----1-7--
0----17---2----
0----1---

0----1----2- -4----5----6----7

--6----7



FIGURE 23

MEDIAN 'PROFILE OF 'ATTRIBUTE-BY-EXCEPTIONALITY

INDIVIDUAL RESPONDENT

andiCapping Condition: Learning Disabled

Cognitive Attribute

Closure
Form Perception
Perceptual Speed

4. Spatial Scanning
Spatial Orientation

6. Visualization
7. dumber Facility
d. Memory
9. Verbal Comprehension

.10. Grammar .

11. Spelling
12. Expressional Fluency
13. Ideational ,Fluency
14. Sunsitivityto Problems

ductive, Reasoning
lb. uctive Reasoning
11. ginality
18. 'Social Intelligence
19. Aesthetic Judgment
20. Musical Aptitude

H. Psychomotor Attribute
mt.

21. Control Precision
22. Multilimb Coordination
23. Reaction Time
24. Eye-hand Coordination
25. Manual. Dexterity
26. Finger Dexterity
27. Arm-Rand Steadiness
28. Explosive Strength
29. ,StaticStrength
30. Dynamic Strength
31. Body Equilibrium
32. Stamina

C. Se hsory Capacity At'- tribute

J3. .year Visual Acuity
34. Far Visual Acuity
JS. Depth Perception
36. Color Discrimination
37. Auditory. Acuity
38. Tactual Discrimination

fi














